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USSR, Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR 
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~btract. The set of completely renormalized equations which is free of difficulties con- 
nected with the treatment of so called overlapping divergencies is obtained in the Yang- 
Mills field theory. The asymptotically strict solution of this set is found in the region of 
large transferred momentum. The ultraviolet asymptotic behaviour of all the Green and 
vertex functions is obtained and the connection between the bare and the experimental 
charge is discussed. 

L Woction 

R ~ I  investigations by several authors (Gross and Wilczek 197% b, Politzer 1973, 
bgeta l l974)  have shown that there exists a certain class of field theories free of the 
bown ‘zero charge’ difficulty (Landau and Pomeranchuk 1955, Fradkin 1955a). The 
.gauge Yang-Mills fields which play the important role in the unified theory of weak, 
dertromagnetic and strong interactions belong to this class of theories. This remarkable 
h was established by Gross and Wilczek (1973) and by Politzer (1973) by summing 
tbtperturbation series on the basis of the renormalization group method. The absence 
ofthe ‘zero charge’ difficulty from this theory indicates its logical self-consistency and 
bfgreatest importance for further study. At present it seems doubtless that the Yang- 
Miustheory will be intrinsically involved in a wide range of problems of future quantum 
&Mtbeory. In this connection we think it reasonable to formulate the Yang-Mills 
@d theory in such a closed form as would admit studying by the methods which 
P W  far beyond the scope of ordinary perturbation theory. 

Paper a set of completely renormalized equations will be obtained for the 
Green functions and the asymptotically strict solution will be found in the large-momen- 
bhmfer limit (Fradkin and Kalashnikov 1974). We shall proceed from the set of 
bWQ1 equations describing this class of theories and reformulate them into the 

Of umenormalized equations for the Green functions. The set of completely re- 
Bprmalized equations which is free of the known difficulty of treating overlapping 
hgmcks is then obtained following the method of one of the authors (Fradkin 
1954*1955b, 1965). In conclusion this set of equations is solved within the ‘three-gamma’ 
%ohtion which provides an asymptotically precise result for all the Green and 
%. The connection between the ‘bare’ and experimental charges is 
Tbkhd and the absence of the ‘zero charge’ difficulty for this class of theories is * 
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There is also another reason why we think it important to carry Out &e abop~ 
mentioned programme in the framework of dynamical equations. The point is tbatie 
our opinion a number of probiems in modern gauge field theory (such as the 
that the quark may form bound states when interacting through the Yang-M& f d ~  
or, say, temperature and many-particle effects in various models of the unified htw 
etc)can be solved consistently only when a corresponding Set of renormalized dynamial 
equations is employed. In this connection the set of completely renormalized 
for the Green functions in the Yang-Mills field theory obtained in the p r w t  
may turn out to be useful for a number of other applications as well. 

b 

2. A set of unrenormalized equations for the Green functions 

We shall proceed from the well known expression for the generating functional (& 
Witt 1967, Fadeev and Popov 1967, Mandelstam 1968, Fradkin and Tyutin 1970)0f& 
Ymg-Mills field theory 

by transforming it identically to more convenient variables 
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ncdelined here in a usual way. 

@?),has the following simple form : 
The set of functional equations is derived by a usual method and, according to 

1 I Gc~(3;  2)-i(C(3)) (C(2)) = J(l), 

6(c(2)) 1 (C(2))(A(3)) = ~ ( 1 ) .  
643) 1 1 

of Uenormalized equations for the corresponding Green functions is then 
from (2.7) by differentiation of the latter with respect to the external sources. 

d b P l e  algebra, it may be easily put into the form of the Schwinger-Dyson-type 
equations : 

l D ~ U 1 ; 2 ~  = [~,21;1(1; 2)-(igo)ry2(1 ; 2; 3) (~(3) )  

--5(igo)2rp(i ; 2; 3 ; 4)(~(3) )  (44) )  - nA2(1 ; 21, (2.8) 
[GccI- '(1 ; 2) = [Gee]; '( 1 ; 2)-&-( 1 ; 2) 

mesourcesofthe C-field are switched off here and the self-energy operators are defined 
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3. Reaormalization of the set of equations for the Green fuoction 

Although the set of equations (2.8) is closed and consistent, explicit calculations ai& 
the aid of it turn out to be extremely difficult. The point is that all the quantities in- 
volved appear to be infinite due to divergency of the corresponding integals k~ thc 
region of both small and large momenta. The divergencies in the region o f d  
momenta are due to the masslessness of the Yang-Mills fields which introduceanad 
difficulty to the theory in question. On the contrary, the ultraviolet divergencies at 
easily eliminated from the theory within a usual renormalization programme. TIe 
latter can be carried out in a general form directly in the framework of the $5 
equations (2.8). 

For that purpose it is necessary first of all to introduce the 2-factors to the G m  
and Vertex fURCtiORS 

r R  = z, .r, G R = 2 ; ' - G ,  DR = 2;l.D 

and to go over in (2.8) to the renormalized quantities 

[Di~]-'(1;2) = 2:'. [DA~]01(1;2)-(ig)Z:'.rA01(l;2; 3)(AR(3)) 

--. (jg)' 2:' r:oaci ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 ) ( ~ ( 3 ) )  ( ~ ( 4 ) )  - nL2(i : 21, 
2 

[G&] - '( 1 ; 2) = 2;' . [G& '( 1 ; 2) - &,=( 1 ; 2), 

with account taken of the exact Ward identities (Taylor 1971, Slavnov 1972) 

2:'. [z:~J- 1 = ~ y .  1z-q - 1, 2:" = [zf3]2. [2:'3- * 

(3.11 

(32) 
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connection between the 'bare' and experimental charges 
$*e 

g' = g; * [z:'] - . [Zf]3. (3.4) 

view of the arbitrariness of the theory one can choose the Z-factors so that all 
grwyiolet divergencies of the theory be eliminated. In particular, the Z2- and Z3- 
bdas are determined from the requirement that the corresponding divergencies in 
Brm functions be eliminated : 

Rcph 

a t h e  Z,-factors serve for the elimination of ultraviolet divergencies in the vertex 
wns. The renormalized Green functions retain the structure of the Schwinger- 
~poa-type equations 

$]-'(1;2) = [DAz]O1(l; 2)-(ig)Zt3. rYJ(l; 2; 3)(AR(3)) 
-&ig)' .zf4 -ry l (1;2;  3 ; 4 ) ( ~ ~ ( 3 ) ) ( ~ ~ ( 4 ) ) - n Z ~ ( l ; 2 ) ,  (3.6) 

[G&]I;]-'(l; 2) = [Gc&'(l; 2)-&(1; 2), 

bmer, self-energy operators in these equations 

Qnotcontain ultraviolet divergencies. Here k;  is an arbitrary point of renormalization, 
hArand &care those parts of the self-energy operators which are subject to renormal- 
bh~. They have a tensor structure similar to that of the corresponding lowest-order 
Craen function. 

At the next stage the 'overlapping' divergencies connected with the resolution of 
@z-Vpe uncertainty should be eliminated from the theory. This uncertainty arises 
&a one solves the set of renormalized equations (3.6) due to the presence in it of the 

and 'bare' vertices. We shall apply here the same method as the one applied 
"thepapers(Fradkin 1954, 1955b, 1965) by one of the present authors, and after some 

transformations we shall effectively eliminate the zbove-mentioned difficulty. 
'@a completely renormalized set of equations for the Green functions in the Yang- 
&field theory is obtained. 

with eliminating the (ZtC' r(&) combination. For that purpose, instead 
dthefo~-poht function WccA,(l ; 213 ; 4), 
we 

; 21 3 ; 4) 
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We introduce a new four-point function PceA2( 1 ; 213 ; 4), 

having used the block W(1; 213; 4) as an irreducible part. Equation (3.8) definingh 
r-function is now equivalent to the following equation 

which expresses zcA. P:dA only in terms of renormalized quantities. This is just thc 
equation to be used for eliminating 2:”‘ - P:dA from all the other equations of tbc 
theory under consideration. 

The combinations Z:’ a FAO) and Zf‘. ry! are eliminated in an analogous way. 11 
is convenient, however, to unite the equations for the corresponding vertex functions 
in the single matrix equation 

because this simplifies considerably the consequent calculations. The new K-fmctiooJ 
in (3.12) are directly connected with the self-energy operators introduced above: 
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on F is defined by the corresponding matrix from equation (3.12) Bfoocf’ 

(3.14) 

the renormalization programme may be considered to be over. The “ovarlapping 
*des’ being excluded with the aid of (3.11) and (3.15), the self-energy operators 
84Q now be subject for explicit calculations. The factors Z1 are eliminated from 
ni1)ad(3.15) by usual methods (Fradkin 1954, 1955b, 1965). 

‘“Pmptotic behaviour of the Green and vertex functions in the region of large 
@- momentum 

*oticbehaviour of the Green and vertex functions will be calculated by us within 
set of exact renormalized equations. We shall restrict ourselves to the so 

Qkd k@”ma’ approximation and carry out all calculation within it following 
of one of the present authors (Fradkin 1955a, 1955~). ‘Three-gamma’ 
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approximation used by us here implies the simplification of the exact set of dynamiat 
equations with the help of self-consistent expression of the highest vertices (or bh 
Green functions) through the exact one-particle Green functions and the simplcn 
exact vertices. 

E S Fradkin and 0 K Kalashnikov 

&low we shall consider the equation for the vertex function of the ghosts 

g2 rctA(i ; 213) = z$". F:JA(i ; 213)--rk,(i ; ZI~)G;&; i)P,,Az(i; 213; 3)qZ(q;q (4,11 
1 

and the set of equations for the derivatives of the corresponding Green functions: 

We shall not need an equation for the FA3-function since the latter can be dete- 
with the aid of the exact Ward identities; the FA4-function appears not to be connu 
with these calculations because the corresponding part of the self-energy operator 
does not contribute to the asymptotic region. The set of equations for the derivatim 
of the corresponding Green functions is as exact as the initial set of equations for& 
Green functions, but enables us to avoid some difficulties in calculations. 

The simpliications of the exact set of equations (4.1), (4.2) within the 'three-gamma' 
approximation are first of all due to an approximate change of Zy.F$,  and 
Z f .  FAj in (4.1) and (4.2). We shall restrict ourselves here to the leading terms d 
equations (3.11) and (3.15) obtained above: 

ztCA . rgA -+ 2;' . ryi -+ I-;,. (431 

Besides, when solving equation (3.10) for the four-point function Pcca2 one shod 
also restrict oneself to the leading terms and simplify the expression for WccAj Withb 
the same accuracy. As a result, instead of the exact equation (4.1) the vertex funaim 
of ghosts is to be detemined from a still simpler equation, 

r&(i ; 213) = z:cA. ~ p $ ~ ( i ;  2\31 

--rCRcA(i g2 ; 213)~&(2; i)rtcA(i; @ ) G , R ~ ( ~ ;  T)r&,fi; 213)02~(4; 3, (4.41 
1 

which, together with equations (4.2) after the corresponding replacement of ZfCA. 
and Z:'. pij combinations in it according to (4.3), is the basic for our further tal- 
culations. It should be noted here that the 'three-gamma' set of equations thus obtain! 
may be derived in diagram language also. It is necessary in this case to replace 'y 
vertices and zero one-particle Green functions by exact vertices and exact one-@* 
Green functions in irreducible diagrams of first-order perturbation 'theory for 
vertex I-%., and for the derivatives of the mass dgE(p2)/dp2 and P O l ~ O o n  
dl'T%p2)/dp2 operators. 

Calculation of the asymptotic behaviour of the Green and vertex functions witbin 
such an approximate set of equations is carried out according to one of the Presmt 
authors (Fradkin 1955a, 195%) and in the most complete form can be found in Oneof 
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(Fradkin and Kalashnikov 1974). Here we shall present only the final 

Renormalized set of equations in Yang-Mills field theory 

.e ofthese calculations: 

rCEA = kce = ‘r ; dA2 = r’o/3; TA, = r-413. 

Erpressions (4.5) show the asymptotic behaviour of the Green and vertex functions 

to the expression for the invariant charge g2(t)  = g2r:3d:2, it can easily be 
ib &on of large transferred momentum and are asymptotically exact. 

the aid of (4.5) in the following form : 

g2 
g 2 ( t )  = 1 + C 2 ( G H g 2 / 1 6 n 2 )  ln(p2/m2)’ 

&differs essentially from the corresponding expression in the Abelian theories by 
ksiga in the denominator. From (4.6) it is seen that at high energies the effective 
w o n  tends to zero and the theory becomes asymptotically free. The ‘bare’ 
CBargecoincides with the asymptotic value of the invariant charge at p 2  -, GO and also 
wk to zero. At the same time the ‘zero-charge’ difficulty is absent from this theory 
cipceaccording to (4.6) the renormalized charge remains constant. 

Wehave obtained here an exact and completely renormalized set of equations for the 
Green functions in the Yang-Mills field theory. This set of equations contains no 
dmxgencies and uncertainties and requires no regularization for its solution neither in 
prtorbation theory nor beyond its scope. The asymptotic behaviour of the Green and 
wrtexfunctions is found in the region of large transferred momentum. The connection 
kweathe ‘bare’ and experimental charges for the given class of theories is discussed. 
dl the calculations are performed in the so called ‘three-gamma’ approximation. 
However, since the theory is asymptotically free the results obtained here are exact. 

m l t  for the invariant charge within this approximation coincides with that in 
Ihe ‘One-loop’ approximation of the renormalization group equations. Within the 
mtaPProach, however, we obtain not only the ultraviolet asymptotic behaviour of 
tbeinvariant charge but, at the same time, also the asymptotic behaviour of the Green 

functions in the same domain of the momentum transferred. 
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